EXHIBIT 25
Is the Funding from Nancy planned for this week already?
Nancy planned for bricks and mortar? Her application is not very clear what the money will be used for?

Let me check Governor

No brick and mortar. We can use funds for
that. But we can pay for Lease expenses, curriculum for several programs that will be taught there on youth development programs and activities, health, nutrition classes, Obesity prevention programs. We will need staffing part time and a couple full time possibly. Much more but this will help.
classes, Obesity prevention programs. We will need staffing part time and a couple full time possibly. Much more but this will help.

She said we can't use for brick and mortar.

He said something about project managers. We will need those, too. this all
those, too. This is all about teaching, education, obesity prevention, exercise, etc. and we can pay a lease or facilities' use.

Program monies, facilities fees, education, entrepreneurship. Every penny spent will be used wisely and account-
wisely and accountable.

Also from Nancy

Aug 8, 2019, 4:17 PM

Thanks

Aug 14, 2019, 9:20 AM

I think your out the country but I’m just staying on your radar. Now that the facility
Now that the facility is almost done I expect to start payment. I know your on it and Thanks

In Ghana, Africa today. Be back on Saturday. Nancy has to provide the proper documentation to MDHS. It's all up to her get the paperwork in and then I can help.
work in and then I can help.

Ok

Aug 14, 2019, 10:26 AM

Nancy said she would re-send. But she said the new director has seen and looked it over. If you are saying she needs to reword and resubmit I'll tell her
mit I'll tell her.

I would do that if I were her.

Ok. I'll tell her. Any other advice is welcomed since want to get this accomplished. Thanks Governor.

She said she would redo but sure would like some insight for
like some insight for guidance if possible

Aug 14, 2019, 8:36 PM

Please let me know if I can tell Nancy anything that can help get this done.